
9/24-Now that the nights are longer it is easier for me to try and sleep longer. Last night t-.; I made 6 plus, which has been the average for about a week, and I guess it is good for me. Sp, while I sip my first cup of wake-up coffee and in the five minutes before I wake lil, a few minor things. First, that mighty-mite tape recorder stood me in good stead cyr 
last night. I'd planned to use a large tape recorder, a Wollensak an reel-to-teel of 

CL. 
1.1.1 good quality, which is near the TV, to tape Bishop. I had a hunch to use both, despite the ptoblem made by the cheap cassettes. After it was over I had one tape, the cassette, and a hasty check showed the quality was good. This I can tack up the letter I've written Frost and will send certified this a.m. It is simply incredible as it is undeviating, all those whores who support the official fictions never know what they are talking about...While moving around this a.m. I noticed that 	has kept the clipping on that far-out usltrsmini crochet- ing fashion she sent il, the one Lil called Supergal. Apparently she sees something of interest in it, for she has kept it. I know it is not the brevity, for 

not 	
won't even . go into town in shorts. And a second think I found humorous, although not as funny as ikaai that great Yiddisha Mama cartoon you sent. I wa- a bit keyed up after writing the lettr to ''rost. When this happens and I'm wide awake when I get into bed, I put a small transistor under the pillow. It gets a clear-channel all-news (news?) station in Chicago well during the night hours. Sometimes it takes hold of my mind and I fall asleep faster. As you know, Nixon made a speech in Detroit last night, a new non-press-conference format with screened questions from which a selection is made for him. It was not broadcast live, so far as I know. Well, at about la:30 our time they announced, something less than breathlessly, that at three their time they would play the Presidential tape of whole thing. Unintendedly, perhaps, the former news director of KCBS being their new station manager, they put it in perfedt perspectiva. H 


